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Place names in Merwdra.—By R. S. Whiteway, B. C. S., Ajmer. 

The British District of Merwara is a narrow slip of country between 

70 and 80 miles long and from 15 miles to 1 mile broad. The head 

quarters are at Nyashahr or new Beawar, a station on the Rajputana line 

of railway. The district commences some 5 or 6 miles north of this. 

Dewair the extreme connected point is 66 miles south, and some 10 

miles south of it are a few disconnected villages. The district lies along 

the backbone of the Aravalis with very little level ground. Around 

Beawar the general level is about 1500 ft. above the sea, the highest 

point is Goramji some 50 miles south which rises to over 3000 ft., in 

the east the Meywar plain slopes gradually away from the foot of the 

hills, but in the west the drop to the plains of Beawar is considerable 

averaging about 1000 ft. and for some distance the country is wild jungle 

and rocky ravine. Cultivation is carried on in the valleys, the popula¬ 

tion presses heavily on the good land while the soil is naturally thin, 

hence heavy manuring and high cultivation require large herds of cattle. 

As the rainfall is precarious nearly every village has one or more tanks to 

retain the surface flow off, either to give direct iiTigation or retain the 

water in the wells by percolation. For administative purposes there 

are two tahsils, Beawar in the north and Todgarh (called after the well- 

known Col. Tod) in the south, Todgarh is the name of the tahsil only 

and not of any village, the head quarters are in the village of Barsawara 

an elevation of about 2500 ft. The inhabitants of the country are Mers 

(cf. Meru, a hill) a jovial set of men somewhat given to drinking. 

There are a fcAV traces of early clans (mostly pastoral as Cujars) whom 

the Mers ousted—but speaking generally all the colonization has been 

done by this latter race—and that mainly within the last 60 years since 

the English came into the country. Before we took it the inhabitants 

scourged the neighbouring countries by their raids. They were not 

numerous and were mainly collected in a few inaccessible villages. 

They were reclaimed by Col. Hall and Col. Dixon who raised the 

Merwara batallion and by building tanks rendered settled habits pos¬ 

sible. It is still their boast that the English alone conquered them. 

Their claims as to origin range high, but it is almost certain that they 

were composed mainly of outlaws who found here a protection from 

any settled form of government. To the south there are a few Bhils. 

Nominally the Mers are divided into Mahomedans and Hindus 

but the division is little more than a name as all intermarry, and whether 

a woman is buried or burned depends on the nominal religion of her 

husband. Their language is a form of Hindi, but with peculiarities 
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that divide it from that of Meywar on the east, of Marwar on the west, 

and of Ajmere on the north. It is to illustrate this language and to 

show how place names are in the process of formation that I have put 

together the appended list. The names consist of (a) Villages on the 

Government list (h) Tanks where these differ from the villages (o) 

Hills, valleys and streams, (a) Villages. Hamlets are now springing up 

in every direction—dang'er alone in such a difficult country could keep 

the people in large villages— only very few names of hamlets are given 

as they are generally called after their founders as Basiajaga—Jaga’s 

hamlet or Gudha Biram, Biram’s hamlet. Of the 330 villages on the 

Government list, 160 are called after some person, caste or local god— 

the names of most of the others are analysed below. These names 

have suffered great mutilation at the hands of the Persian writers of the 

offices. I have tried in each case to get the oldest and real form of the 

word, and then if I could trace any thing in the history, local position or 

peculiarity of the village, to explain it. As might have been expected 

50 years wear and tear have caused some phonetic changes but in all 

cases the names are peculiarly appropriate. The older villages Jhak, 

Aslum, Chhapli have names more or less connected with the predatory 

habits of the people. Many refer to the pastoral habits as Mewasa— 

others refer to the physical peculiarities of the inhabited site as Hholi- 

chat and others to that of the village lands as Sendra. The names 

in class B are not so worn as those in class A while those in C are not 

worn at all. These latter are seldom used far from their immediate 

neighbourhood—though well-known there, and they have never been 

reduced to writing. Only a few have been given as they are innume¬ 

rable. These names are very valuable as giving the real speech of the 

people as opposed to the language taught in schools—this speech is 

very rich in names for every kind of rock, stone, ravine and embank¬ 

ment. Wild animals are not numerous—there are a few tigers, bears, 

leopards, sambhar and nilgai—of these the tiger and sambhar are re¬ 

presented in this list—the bear (richh) leopard (begai) and nilgai (loz) 

are not—of animals now extinct the plainest traditions refer to the 

wild buffalo (arna), but I can find no name unless it be the hamlet of 

Arnali. The local explanation of Arnali however that here cowdung 

(also called arna) was collected in the jungle seems a probable one. 

Elephants, if there ever were any, have left no tale. The references to 

local trees and bushes are very frequent. I may add that names are 

given from some peculiarities and not from general characteristics—thus 

the few streams and tanks whose name is compounded with khara ‘ salt' 

show that the majority of them have sweet water. 

R 
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A. 

Adabala 

Adamal 

Adliarsila 

A^ndliideori 

A'njnakirel 

A'nspabar 

Antali 

A tank and a locality in the hills—It 

means (the embankment) across 
I 

the stream for the former, and the 

stream across (the way) for the 

latter. 

The plain between, Janwar adamal 

para, would mean that the animal 

had put a considerable distance 

between you and it. 

The name of a hill—The slipping 

slab—Sila is a slab of rock not 

apparently fastened to the ground 

(see Dholichat)—On the top of 

this hill is a large boulder with a 

huge slab on it apparently separate 

but really joined which rests at an 

angle of less than 45° with the 

perpendicular. 

Adibat Across the path (bat) 

Adwala A tank—The one across (the stream.) 

A'ku ka thak The clearing of the madar bush. 

Ahnner A village. Amangarh the fort of 

safety. 

Anakar A village. Corruption of Anaghar, 

Ana being a man whose house 

stood on the curious boulder now 

surmounted by Allahjikathan. 

A village. Andhi is hidden—deori 

the diminutive of deora a temple. 

The valley of the spring. Rel is used 

for a cultivated and irrigated 
O 

valley. 

A hill on which is a jogi’s hut (see 

Dewatan) Pahar is not a word 

locally used in common conversa¬ 

tion. 

A village. Ant ‘ intention ’ tal dena 

‘to change.’ This refers to the 

story of its foundation. 

* More probably “ mango-iown ” from dm mango and nair=nagara.—Ed. 
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A'onliadho 

Arazi gwarari 

A'san 

Athiin 

Badalanga 

Badni 

Baghana 

Bagar* 

Baglimal 

Bagrajhamp 

Bagri 

Baharwas 

Balacliarhat 
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'j 

The pond of the aonla trees (Phyllan- 

thus emhlica.') 

A village. Arazi is an office word 

Gwarari is from gawari a grazing 

place where there are no houses (cf. 

Gwar.) 

A village inhabited by jogis (see 

Dewatan.) 

One of the old Magra villages usually 

in offices spelt Hathun. It means 

western and was given by the 

Meywar Thakurs who suffered from 

raids from it. The point of the 

compass are 

Daraii, North. 

Lankan, South. 

Ugani, East (ugna to spring up 

as corn.) 

Athuni, West. 

B. 

The big valley. Langa is a valley 

on the top of a hill between ridges 

often parallel to the axis of the 

range. Lana is an opening in the 

range if the dip be level with the 

ground. 

A village Corrupted from Bajni. 

Bajni is commonly applied to rocks 

which are hollow and give out a 

sound when struck. 

A village. Bagh, a tiger. 

A village. Bagar is a cave and also 

an uninhabited waste. 

A village. Bagh, a tiger. Mai, a 

plain. 

Bagra, a cave andjhamp, a waterfall. 

A village. Diminutive of bagar 

(q. V.) 

A tank. Corruption of barabas. 

A village. Corruption of balachat 

(see Dholichat). 
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Baldmara langa The valley (where the tiger) killed 

the bullock. For langa, see Bada 

langa. 

Bn ndardho The monkey’s pond (dho). 

Banska danta The bambu ridge. Danta and magra 

both mean a range of hills or a 

ridge. 

Bara A village, from the 12 inhabited 

sites subordinate. 

Barjalia A tank in Bagar towards Barjal. 

Barkocliran A village. A corruption of garh koch- 

ran. Garh, a fort and kochran, 

a small hole. The name is a deri¬ 

sive one applied to a fort made by 

one of the founders of the village. 

Bai’kala A village. The banian in the hollow. 

Baron ka chaura The plain of the banians {Ficus ben- 

(jalensis). 

Barsa A hill so called as the neighbours 

say that when clouds collect over 

it, it is a sign, that rain is coming. 

Barwarikhet The held of the barwari grass. Bar^ 

wari is a kind of soghum, also 

called barru. 

Basi A village. The inhabited site. 

Bataora A tank. The one shared. It is 

owned by two villages. 

Bawanka A tank on the left hand side of Barar 

which faces east. 

Beawar A village. It is said that the Jaipur 

Rani who built the Kalinjar (q. v.) 

embankment gave birth (byai) to 

a son here and hence the name. 

Bayalan A village. A corruption of mail an, 

inside (the hills). 

Bhainsapa A village. Buffaloes feeding-place. 

Bliainsapag The buffaloes’ footmarks. 

Bhairondho i?TTi|T Bhairon’s (a deity) pond. 

Bhandan ka para Bhanda is a drummer. Para or para- 

band are fields made level on 

sloping ground by building retain¬ 

ing walls at the lower end. 
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Bhandan ki kuri ^ 

Bhanwkund 

Bhanwrraj ka 

rela 

Bhartwa 

Bhilon ka khet 

Bhilwala 

Bhim 

Bichhu chaura 

Bilyawas 

Billankuri 

Bindabaori 

Bindabhata 

Bindakar 

Bindidho ki 

rapat 

Birani ka chau¬ 

tra 

Boryanaka 

Bhanda is a driimmer. Kuri is the 

diminutive of kura, a well. 

Bhanwr are the largest kind of honey¬ 

bees, and kund is a pond. Bhanwr is 

also the title of the son of a Kunwar, 

and grandson of a living Rao or 

Raja. 

Bhanwr raj is an honorific title applied 

to the bees who are worshipped here. 

For rela see Anjna ka rel. 

A village. Bharant division, referring 

to the quarrels of the founders. 

The Bhil’s field. 

A tank. The one made by a Bhil. 

A village and several tanks; from a 

man’s name. 

A tank. The scorpions’ plain. 

A village. From the bil or bel tree 

{JEgle marmelos). 

Kuri, diminutive of kura, a well. 

Billa is a small caterpillar in the 

rains injurious to cattle that eat it. 

Binda is the hole in a rock made by 

jumpers. ' Baori is a large well with 

steps leading down to the water. 

The pierced stone. Bhata is the 

general name for all stones. 

A tank. The split rock. 

A tank. Dah and dho both mean a 

pond. Rapat is an embankment 

usually of masonry thrown merely 

across the bed of a stream to re¬ 

tain the water. Kadi is an em¬ 

bankment thrown up round a field 

to retain the surface flow off. 

Talao is the tank properly so 

called. 

Birani is a bania’s wife, and chautra 

the local form of chabutra. 

A tank. Boria is from the bor (ber) 

tree {ZizypJius jujuha). Kaka is a 

corner where a hill ends; some- 
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Borka 

Borwa 

Budhipaj 

Butisalar 

Cbhajjoii ki glia- 

ti 

Chang 

Chapeta 

Chanra nirnri 

Chhapli 

Chhapra 

Chhatrti 

ChhipikiTri 

♦ • 

t^fft 

times used for a corner generally, 

thus the point where a gun is in a 

beat, would be a naka. 

A tank. Bor is the ber tree. 

A village. 

Biidhi is an old woman. Paj is 

either a small embankment thrown 

over a narrow shallow stream to 

cross dryfoot on, or a horizontal 

slab resting at one end on a sloping 

rock and on the other on stones 

heaped up, used for sitting on, it 

has here the latter meaning. 

A village. Corruption of modisalar 

the bare (lopped) salar tree {Bos- 

wellia thnrifera). 

C. 

A pass where the rocks project like 

the eaves of a house. 

A village. Pounded by Chandela 

Gujars. 

Chapeta (also pacheta) is the game 

of knuckle bones. Any place where 

there are big ronnded stones said 

to be there used in the game by 

some deceased hero is so called. 

A village. The nlm tree plain. 

A village. Chhapa, a night-robber. 

A tank. A jal tree stands here with 

a curious overspreading head like a 

roof. 

A singularly shaped rock near Chang 

visible for miles ; round, like the 

beak of a gigantic bird. Inside 

in olden days was a watch-tower 

hence the name. It is also called 

Naharmukh or the tiger’s face. 

A tank. The concealed well. There 

is a small well in the bed of the 

tank. 
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Chilabar 

Cliitar 

Cbukiia 

Dabkbola 

Dadalia 

Dadela 
• • 

Dadola 

Dadiibbilwala 

Dakipbarala 

Dand 
• • 

Dangpbara 

Dediabai 

Deokabala 

Dawair 

Dewatban 
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Si 

^TtT^T 

♦ 

A village. Cbil a kite, and bar a ba¬ 

nian. 

A village, founded by Cbitar. 

Cbukiia is a small jliana and lienee 

this name is applied to a narrow 

peak with a rounded top as teldia 

is to a similar one with a pointed 

one. 

D. 

Dab is the name of a kind of grass. 

Kbola is a rocky ravine down wbich 

water rushes. Nala is a depression 

witb water running tbrougb it. 

Nal is a valley tbat can be tra¬ 

versed by cattle. Roda is a rocky 

ravine. 

A tank. Called after a local god. 

A tank. Dada is a name and is 

equivalent of wala. 

A village, founded by Dadii bhil. 

A tank made by Dadii bhil. 

Daki is a man witb an evil eye who 

can eat the liver out of a man’s body. 

Pharala differs little from ^Tiara a 

slope. 

A frequent name for tanks, danda is 

an earthen embankment. 

Dang is a range of bills, a pbara, a 

slope. 

A tank. The place of the baldMs 

(dedi). 

A tank. Bala is a stream. 

A village. Deori is a temple. 

A village and tank. The place of 

the god. Astban takes the form of 

Than, than is applied as here to a 

temple. Asan is the village or 

hamlet where a jogi lives. Ans or 

dhanians (dhydn, reflection) is the 

actual place at which he lives (see 

Asan and Ans pahar). 
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Dhadhra 
• • 

Dhanchi 

Dharela 

Dahariyan 

Dhinga ka 

dhura 

Dholadanta 

Dhulera 

Dholia 

Dholichat 
• 

piiormagri 

A tank. Dhadkra is applied to a 

loud noise as a rnsking stream and 

also to a stone ttiat exfoliates— 

it is probably nsed in its first sense 

here. 

Dhanchi is the saddle nsed by pot¬ 

ters to bring clay, high in the 

middle and with pockets on either 

side. 

A tank. Dharara means a lond noise 

and was the name of the stream. 

A village. Dahar is a useless well. 

Dhinga is a man’s name. Dhura 

means literally ending, hence ap¬ 

plied to a ridge as the end of the 

rising, and also to a watercourse 

(which is slightly raised). 

A very common name for villages. 

White ridge. 

A tank. Dhulera is an intensive of 

dhola, white. 

A village. White (hill). Dholi is 

another village similarly named but 

the hill is smaller. 

Numerous tanks and villages. Plioli 

is white and chat a flat rock. Chat 

is a flat rock fastened to the 

ground. Silld is a slab not so 

fastened which could be lifted were 

power enough applied. Kd/car is al¬ 

so a flat rock, but it implies the idea 

of slipperiness, and also that the 

rock is raised on the side or top of 

a hill. 

The cattle range. Magra and its dimi¬ 

nutive magri is a common name for 

range of hills. Magra is the word 

usually applied to the whole of 

Merwara. 

The point of the pole star. Mathara 

is a casual name for the point of a 

hill. 

Dhaa ka mathara 
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Dhulkot ka dan- 

ta , ^rTT 

Dilwada 

Domhatai 

Dukaria 

Dungarkhera 

The ridge of the earthen wall. 

A village and tank. Formerly Dan- 

wara. Dan is charity, and this 

village was formerly given revenue 

free by the Maharaja of Jodhpur. 

The dom’s meeting place. Hatai is 

a ehaupal. 

A tank. Dukaria a small deep vessel. 

A village. There are two villages of 

this name one called from Dungar 

the founder, the other from du7i- 

gar a hill. Khera is an inhabited 

site. 

G. 

Gadichhaunra 

Gamela 

Garad ka danta 

Gauhana 

Goram jTtTH 

A tank. Chhaunra is the dhaJc tree. 

Gadichaunra is the Erethrium suh- 

erosa. 

A tank. The village one. 

Garad is the English word guard, and 

on the hill a detachment of the 

Merwara batallion was formerly 

stationed. 

A village and tank. Connected with 

gau a cow. 

The highest hill in the district 

named after a man now deified 

whose temple stands on the top. 

He was the son of Sathu, after 

whom the village of Sathukhera 

is named, and the most remarkable 

action of his life appears to have 

been his abduction of a neighbour¬ 

ing beauty. He carried her to 

the top of this hill while the pur¬ 

suing father and his friends were 

driven back by the bees that swarm 

on the precipice on either side of 

the hill. These bees are still called 

Goram’s bees. 

s 
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Gorandia A tank. Gori is soil of a reddish 

colour. 

Gorikadah Dah is a jdooI and gori a pretty wo¬ 

man. 

Gadbalakba A village. Gadha is a hamlet, and in 

the south takes the same place that 

hdria does in the north. Lakha 

is a man’s name. 

Gondiagwar Gondia is a man’s name. Gwar is a 

hamlet in the jungle where cattle 

are penned. 

Gopliara A tank. The cave shaped. 

Gupbawala A tank. The cave one. 

Ghemarara 
« ♦ 

• A tank. Ghemar is the place where 

buffaloes roll, see lewa. 

Ghoraklianda The sculptured horse. A hill so called 

from its fancied resemblance. 

Golmatbara The peak of the gol tree {Sterculia 

ureiis). 

Gonda ka bala A tank. The stream of the gonda 

tree {Gordia mixa). 

Goraiia A tank. The noisy one. 

H. 

Hamela A tank. Hama is Shama a name, 

S is always pronounced H. 

Harela A tank. Harel is the green pigeon. 

Hatankbera 
• • '^rTT^^ A village ; originally hatai or the place 

of meeting. 

Hatoran The place of tools. 

Hetla A tank. The one below. 

Intia t‘«^T 

I. 

A tank, so called as the clay of the 

bed dries into squares like sun- 

dried bricks. 

J. 

J agawala A tank. Jaga is a man’s name. 

J ala w ala A tank. Jala ditto. 

Jalia Two villages and tanks from the jal 

tree {Salvadora ^er.sica). 
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Jaspalari A kamlet. Tke place of profit (jas). 

Jawaja 

Jawasia 

A tank and village. Tke tank was 

begun by Jiwa Gujar. 

A tank, from tke quantity of jawasa 

tkere. 

Jliak One of tke old Magra villages said to 

be so called from jholcdi, a robber 

(jan jkok karna to risk one’s life). 

Jhamuranal A pass to Marwar. Jkamura is a 

heavy iron hammer used for break¬ 

ing stones. Nal is a valley passable 

for cattle. 

Jhampadala A tank. Tke pond of tke waterfall. 

Jliuntra 
\j * 

A village. Corruption of Ckauntra a 

platform. 

Jodlia ki koH ^■tvT Tke place where Jodka lighted tke 

koli fire. 

Jogibera Tke jogi’s well (bera). 

Jogisatlira A tank. Satkra is tke grass bed on 

which a jogi sleeps. 

Jokar kkera 
•s •v 

A village and tank. Jor is tke origi¬ 

nal name which means a grass 

reserve, usually called bira; on tke 

site of this village was a thahur’s 

grass reserve. 

K. 

Kakra A village. Spotted. 

Kakra danta ^T^TT^frTT Tke spotted ridge. 

Kackkkali A village. Corruption of Kackkeli 

or where the Kackkis live. 

Kacknar ka tkak Tke kacknar {Bauhinia variegata) 

clearing. 

Kemurwali 
'J 

A tank. Kemur is a tree (StejpJiigina 
jjarviJiora). 

Kakrod A tank. Kakrod is land containing 

many stones, connected with kan- 

kar—cf. ckiknor and ckikna. 

Kal A tank. Kal is famine. 

Kaladak A village. Black pool. 

Kaladara 
» 

A village. Kala blacky dara a sand 

hillock. 
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Kalaguman A village. Kala a man’s name. Gu- 

man proud. Referring to the story 

of its foundation. 

Kalalia 

Kalanada 

A village, where there was formerly a 

still. Kalal is a distiller. 

A tank. Kala is a man’s name and 

nada is a small embankment. 

Nadi is a small embankment be¬ 

hind which there is cultivation and 

nada is one behind which there is 

none (see Bindi dho ki rapat). 

Kalatan ^T^TrTT A tank. Kalar is a clan of Rawats. 

Kalatola A tank. Kala black, tola a round 

rock. 

K alia was A village and tank. The village on 

the black (rock). 

Kalidhar The black ridge. Dhar is connected 

with dhuna (see Dhinga ka dhuna). 

To say Sinn dhar dliar chali hai 

means that the boundary follows 

the ridge. 

Kalikankar A village and tank. Corruption of 

Kalikakar. For kakar, see Dholi- 

chat. 

Kaiinjar A village and tank. Accepted deri- 

vation halanJc, defect, jJiarnd to 

sift ont. There is a very old tank 

embankment here, and over the 

village a high hill with a shrine 

near the top. The story connected 

with them is that a Rani of Jaipur 

having no son visited an ascetic 

who lived in the hill, and through 

his influence got her desire. The 

embankment was built as a thank- 

offering. Rajiawas the other vil¬ 

lage sharing in the tank is named 

after the same visit (see Rajiawas 

and Beawar.). 

Khanuwala A tank. The (clay) quarry. In this 

country clay is rarely found but in 

the beds of tanks. 
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Karantia 

Katarhetli 

Katila 

Kekariya 

Khadiya khera 

Khanchaberi 

Khangadanta ^T^r^TfTT 

Khar a 

Kharabala ^TTT^T^T 

Kharipat 

Kharra khera 

Khatarlain ^TrrWTt* 

Khedi ka khera ’ifT 

Khejarla 

Khera dand 
♦ 

Khokra 

Khorchinal 

Khormal 

Khormal ka 

chaurewala 

Khosia 

A village. Karant is a large saw 

worked by two men, here applied 

to a ridge. 

A tank. Below the Katar (pass). 

A tank. Katla is a slab of stone used 

for roofing. 

A tank. With many crabs in it. 

A village. Khadda a low lying place. 

Beri is diminutive of bera, a well, and 

khancha is applied to an imperfect 

thing. A field would be khancha 

if there were some waste land in it. 

The serrated (khanga) danta. Khanga 

is applied to a serrated ridge when 

the teeth are uneven, and kirana 

when they are even. 

A tank. Salt. 

A tank. The salt stream. 

A tank. The salt flood. 

A village. Khar ‘ salt.’ Rd is a very 

frequent termination originally di¬ 

minutive in sense. 

A tank. Apparently named from the 

quantity of manure (khat) washed 

into it in the rains. 

A village. Khedi a jungle tuber that 

is eaten, scientific name (?) 

A village, Khejra the Prosopis spici- 

gera. 
A village. Band an earthen em¬ 

bankment. 

A tank. Khokra is old as applied 

to things. Dokra is old as applied 

to men. 
The valley, dangerous to traverse. 

A village. The plain, dangerous (to 

get at). 
A tank. Chaura is a plain—for khor- 

mal see above. 
Khosna is to take away, hence euphe¬ 

mistic for stealing. At this place 

a mahajan was robbed. 
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Kotkirana A village. Kot a fort and kirana 

serrated. See Khangadanta. 

Kotri • • A village. A thakur’s thana or guard¬ 

house is called a kotri hence the 

name. 

Kumta^hati • O • 
Ghati a pass. Kumta is the Acacia 

ru^estris. 

Kundia • A tank. The deep pool. 

L. 

Lasania 

Lalpura clhanar 

Lapraroda ^T^TTKI^T 

Lewa ki gwar ^ 

Loliklian ka mu- sffT ^ 

tliara ^ITT 

Loranwala 

Two villages and some tanks. The 

grindstone, literally iron sharpener. 

A village. Lalpur from a man’s name. 

Dhanar from dhan, ‘ wealth ’ which 

means now cattle. 

Either lapra ‘ broad’ and roda ‘ a rocky 

ravine,’ or possibly the first part of 

the compound is from the lampra 

grass. 

Gwar is a hamlet for herding cattle in 

the jungle and lewa is mud, earth 

used for plastering a wall. H. 

Sansk. f%^. 

The peak of the iron mine. 

A tank. Loran a class of Rajputs. 

M. 

Makat Makat or Mangat is a high hill called 

Malaki nimri ?TT^T ^ 

after a deified man whose shrine is 

on the top. 

Mala,,mm tree. 

Malnai A tank in village of Nai. Mai a cul- 

Mamaji 

tivated plain. 

A tank. Mama is the deity of thresh- 

Mandera 

ing-floors. 

A village. This name, Mandlan and 

Manela 

Mandawas are all connected with 

Mandara temple. 

A tank. Mana a man’s name. 
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Margara 

Matanwala 

Malradebi 

Merian 

Mewasa 

Mialakhet 

Minldclwas 

Modakakar 

Modamul 

Modiagwar 

Modijlaangar 

Moranga 

Morcliamagri 

Morvama 

Morvamagkat; 
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•V. ^ « 

* \j 

iTTT^T^T 

The ridge commences from Magra 

which is applied to the whole district 

either as the Magra or Magra Mer- 

wara. 

A tank from which potter’s clay is 

taken, mati is the local word for 

earth. 

Malra is riches and at this spot some 

small amount of treasure was found 

a few years ago. 

Two villages. Meri is a balcony on 

a house, hence applied metaphori¬ 

cally to a hill inhabited. 

A village. Mewasi is the local form 

of Maveshi cattle. 

Possibly this might mean the field in 

the centre but the local explanation 

is that it is called after one Mesha 

which is pronounced Meha. It is 

the name of a hamlet. 

A village. Minki a cat. 

A tank. The bare flat rock. Moda 

is a bold man ; for kakar see Dholi- 

chat. 

For Moda see above. Mul is a hiding- 

place for shooting. 

The bare hamlet. 

A tank. The bare lopped tree. For 

Moda see above. Jhangar is a 

corruption of changa which as ap¬ 

plied to a tree, means lopped. The 

idea is cutting, thus the mark cut 

at the corner of a field at survey 

is a changat. 

A tank. Moranga are the tops of the 

feathers of the peacock which spread 

into a circle, hence applied to any 

thing beautiful (qu. morangya). 

Magri is the little hill, and morcha is 

a defensive work. 

A hamlet. The place of peacocks. 

The twisting pass. Morna to twist. 
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Naliarpura 

Nai 

Nauliapag 

Nirjala 

Or ay a 

Paclimata 

Padabagar 

Pada ka tbak 

Padal ka tbak 

Pakhariyawas 

Palani 

Pair an 

Palunarapat 

Paniharon ki 

gliati 

N. 

A village. Naliar, a tiger. 

Two villages close together, one 

known as tlie small and the other 

as the large Nai. Originally Niai, 

justice. From these villages se¬ 

veral inhabited sites have sprung, 

spreading round for miles ; to the 

villagers of the old home the dis¬ 

putes of the new settlers were 

referred, hence the honorific name. 

A tank. The feet of the mungoose. 

A tank. The name of the date on 

which founded. 

0. 
A tank. The one of loss. 

P. 

TTTf T 

v» 

Pach, five; mata, conspirators. The 

name of a hill on which are five 

rocks in a position suggesting men 

taking counsel. 

A tank and village. The bu:ffaloe’s 

(pada) cave (or waste). 

The buffaloe’s clearing. Thak is an 

opening in the jungle, it may have 

long grass on it. 

The talc (padal) clearing. 

A village. Corruption of Bhakarwas, 

from Bhakar hills. 

A village, from palan, a camel saddle. 

A village. This name, and Palri an¬ 

other village, are connected with 

the word pali a cowboy. 

A tank. For rapat, see Bindidhoki 

rapat. There is a local deity 

worshipped by swinging, hence the 

name paluna (palna). 

The water-carriers’ pass. 
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Panwaria A tank. (Also one part of a certain 

Paotia 
• 

village is so called.) Panwar is a 

bush of which the seeds are used 

in medicine {Cassia tora ?). 

A tank. In the bed of it a paoti 

Pdtian 

(Persian wheel worked by the feet) 

was formerly used. 

A tank. Pati is the name of the 

Phutel 

wooden slate used in fields, and is 

now applied to long narrow fields. 

A tank. The one often breaking. 

Piparla ki bauri 

Phuta, broken. 

The pipal tree well. 

Pipli A village. The pipal tree. 

Pipliapani The pipal tree water. 

Putimal A doubtful name, probably from puti, 

Raelan khera 

a small bee, and mahl, a swarm. 

Puti is the smallest bee as bhanwr 

is the largest. 

R. 

A village. Reil is the local form of 

Rajarlai 

raiyat, a dependant. The servants 

of the Khan of Athun lived here. 

A tank. Raja a man’s name. 

Rajiawas A village. Pounded by the raja whose 

Ranela 

rani built the Kalinjar embankment 

(see Kalinjar). 

A tank. Rana is a man’s name. 

Ramsar mahola A village. Ram is the god. Sar was 

Ranathan 

originally the name of a tank in 

general, but is now confined to na¬ 

tural sheets of water. Mahola = 

mailan inside. 

A village. This illustrates the ge- 

nesis of names and the survival of 

the fittest. The village has been 

several times abandoned and again 

refounded. The last time the vil¬ 

lagers called it Ranathan after an 

ancestor, thinking this would bring 

luck. Col. Dixon called it Bhag- 

T 
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wanpura for the same reason. This 

latter name appears only in offi¬ 

cial papers, the former is the local 

name. 

Rankhar A tank. Rankhar is an uncultivated 

bush waste. 

Rapatsalla A tank. For rapat, see Bindidhoki^ 

rapat. Salla is a man’s name. 

Ratabhata TTrTRTT^r A tank. Rata is red and bhata stone. 

Rordah A tank. Rodadah, the pool of the 

ravine. This tank is the same vil¬ 

lage as Jhampadah. 

Rohera khera 
• • A village. Rohera is the Tecoma 

undulata. 

Rupaheli A village. Rupa a man’s name and 

heli the local form of haveli a 

house. 

S. 

Sadarlai 

Sambharka thak 

Samel 

Saraeta 

Sandbhaga 

Sankrabhata 

Sarganw 

Sarmalian 

Sireryan 

Saroth 

Sariipa 

A tank. Sada a man’s name. 

The Sambhar’s clearing. 

A tank. The one in front. 

A tank. The collector. 

A tank. Sand is the name of the 

male of any animal, the story of 

this tank is that a bullock fell here 

and was killed. 

A tank. Sankra is narrow, the 

meaning is thus the narrow pass 

between the stones. 

A village. Formerly there was a 

natural lake here. See Ramsar 

Mahola. 

A village close to Saganw. Mailan = 

inside. 

A village. Sar (Sansk. swara) means 

a voice, and this hill is so called as 

in trohblous times a watchman was 

set on the hill. See also Saroth 

and Tejasani. 

A village. Sar = a voice, see Sireryan. 

A village in the jungle. Beautiful. 
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Satpali nal 

Sawajna Chain- 

pura 

Samelia 

Semla 

Sendra 

Sahpura 
Vj 

Shaikhawas 

Sialya 

Siliberi 

Sirman 

Sirola fkr^T 

Sirolaghati 

Suraj paul ki 

nal 

Pali has several meanings. A cow¬ 

boy, a boundary of a field, a field 

itself, a share divided off; also a 

turn, or watch, in rotation as in 

mounting guard. The word has 

here the last of these meanings, 

and the pass which is one of 

the most important leading into 

Marwar is so called as the watch 

and ward was divided between 

seven villages. Dewari Pipreln, 

Kot, Basi etc. 

A village. Sawajna is a corruption 

of Snhejna the Moniya pterygos- 

perma. Chainpura is the village 

of comfort so called, as it was ori¬ 

ginally on the hill, but has now 

come into the plain, hence the 

chain or comfort. 

A village. Two streams join here. 

A village. From the seraal tree 

JBomhax malaharicum. 

A village. Damp sandhills (darra). 

Two villages. Being founded by Col. 

Dixon, they were called Sahibpura, 

the present name is a corruption. 

A village. Corruption of Selawas. [?] 

Sela a man’s name. 

A tank. Siala is the kharif crop as 

unalii is the rabi, and this tank only 

waters the kharif. 

A village. Beri is diminutive of bera, 

a well. Sili is cool. Sell is the 

cold wind that blows after rain in 

the winter months. 

A village. Founded by two men in 

partnership. 

A tank. Held in partnership by two 

villages. 

The pass held in partnership. 

Paul means a door or entrance, this 

is therefore the village of the gate 

of the sun. 
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Sulia kliera 

Tarka 

Tatiya 

Teja Sain 

Tejarlai 

Tikhlia 

Telra 

T hurl an 

Thurianka tekra 

Thunithak 

Tibana 

Togi 

Ubaniaghati 

Umrbaori 

Umrkigbati 

Undwa 

Usaria 
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A village. Suli is a stake, or the pole 

of a gallows, and is here used for a 

high place. 

iTW 

T. 

A tank. 

A tank. Tatia is a disease allied to 

mange which attacks human heads, 

the hair falls off, and the scalp is 

covered Avith sores. Applied here 

in the meaning of worthless. 

Teja, the watchman. A hill formerly 

used as a watch tower by Chang. 

Teja was a famous scout. See 

Sireryan and Saroth. 

A tank. Teja a man’s name. 

The pointed rock (see Chuklia). 

A village. Standing on a hillock 

(tila). 

A village. Thor the Euphorbia bush. 

The Euphorbia bush hillock. 

A village. Corruption of kohnithak. 

Kohni = an elbow, and thak a clear¬ 

ing. 

A village. From tiba = rising ground. 

A village. Corruption of Tonki from 

tonk a hillock or a hill. 

U. 

Ubania means to go bare feet. And 

this name refers to a thief who 

escaped by this pass. 

A village. Baori is a large well with 

steps leading to the water. Umr 

is a gular tree. Ficus glomerata. In 

official records this name is spelt 

with an ain ! 

The pass of the gular tree. 

A tank. Unda deep. 

A tank. Made in usar land (locally 

called uhar). 


